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BlackBerry in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
Wish your BlackBerry 7100 had come with a little more meat in the owner's manual? BlackBerry 7100 In a Snap is your wish come true. This task-oriented guide goes well beyond the BlackBerry 7100 owner's manual and guides you through its devices using practical usage scenarios. Jump in anywhere, and...
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Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10: Music, Movies, and TV for PCs, Tablets, and PhonesApress, 2015

	Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10 enables you to unleash the entertainment potential of your Windows 10 PC, tablet, or phone—or any combination of the three! Learn how to stream movies and TV shows, manage your media collection, purchase new media, and upload your music collection to the cloud.


	Make your...
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Game Programming Gems 6 (Book & CD-ROM)Charles River, 2006
Welcome to the sixth volume of the Game Programming Gems series. With team sizes constantly expanding, developers are finding themselves pushed to become increasingly specialized. This makes it important to have cutting-edge, ready-to-use material in your specialization, as well as resources that you can call upon if you need to work outside your...
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The Internet: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
The Internet is almost synonymous with change--that's one of its charms, and one of its headaches.  You may think you know the Internet, but are you really up to speed on internet telephones, movie and TV downloading, blogging, gaming, online banking, dating, and photosharing?

This utterly current book...
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Software Piracy ExposedSyngress Publishing, 2005
This book is about software piracy--what it is and how it's done. Stealing software is not to be condoned, and theft of intellectual property and copyright infringement are serious matters, but it's totally unrealistic to pretend that it doesn't happen. Software piracy has reached epidemic proportions. Many computer users know this, the software...
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Multimedia Systems, Standards, and NetworksCRC Press, 2000
"Describes ITU H H.323 and H.324, H.263, ITU-T video, and MPEG-4 standards, systems, and coding; IP and ATM networks; multimedia search and retrieval; image retrieval in digital laboratories; and the status and direction of MPEG-7."
We humans, being social creatures, have historically felt the need for increasingly sophisticated means...
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Break Into The Game Industry: How to Get A Job Making Video GamesMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Find out from an industry veteran exactly what you need to do to become a game designer, tester, artist, producer, programmer, writer, soundtrack composer, videographer, or sales/marketing professional. You’ll get full-spectrum coverage of positions available within the game industry as well as details on how a game is created--from start to...
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The Microsoft DirectX 9 Programmable Graphics PipelineMicrosoft Press, 2003
Interactive 3-D graphics is one of the most rapidly advancing technologies ever applied to entertainment. The clear trend of increasing entertainment richness and sophistication that started with the era of Pong shows no sign of slowing. 

Over the next few years, the visual quality and realism of interactive 3-D graphics will grow to...
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Creative Careers in HollywoodAllworth Press, 2002
In this candid guide, entertainment industry veteran Laurie Scheer offers a witty and informative inside look at the primary professions in the movie biz. Readers will discover real-life, yet upbeat portraits of the "shredder" jobs of the industry, such as assistant or d-girl, and how they can lead to the "keeper" jobs of actor,...
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Twitter API: Up and Running: Learn How to Build Applications with the Twitter APIO'Reilly, 2009
This groundbreaking book provides you with the skills and resources necessary to build web applications for Twitter. Perfect for new and casual programmers intrigued by the world of microblogging, Twitter API: Up and Running carefully explains how each part of Twitter's API works, with detailed examples that show you how to assemble those...
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Securing Converged IP NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2006
This book offers advice on a range of critical subjects pertaining to security practices and procedures.  Anyone moving toward a converged platform will find the approach beneficial and illuminating.   
Phil Norton, Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
This book delivers a requisite insight for security professionals to understand the scope and...
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Creating Mobile Games: Using Java ME Platform to Put the Fun into Your Mobile Device and Cell PhoneApress, 2007
When people ask me what I do, in addition to telling them I can show them: I can pull out my cell phone and demonstrate some of the games I’ve written for it. It’s a great time to be a software developer because a pastime that’s so much fun—writing games for cell phones and mobile devices—is now a huge growth...
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